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Abst rac t - -Let  G//be a graph obtained from G by deleting two vertices. It is shown that r(G, H) ~_ 
A -t- B + 2 -~- 2~/(A 2 -b AB ÷ B2)/3, where A = r(G", H) and B = r(G, H'~). @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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Let G and H be graphs. The Ramsey number (G, H) is defined to be the smallest integer N 
such that in every edge coloring of the complete graph on N vertices with colors red and blue, 
there is either a monochromatic red G or a monochromatic blue H. The Erd6s-Szekeres recursion 
r(K,~, K~) < r(Km-l, K~) + r(K,~, K~- I )  is well known. Their argument shows that 
~(G, H) < ~ (G', H) + ~ (G, H'), 
where G ~ is a graph obtained by deleting a vertex from G. Walker [1] proved that 
r (K., Kn) _< 4r (~n-2, ~;n) + 2. 
Huang and Zhang [2] generalized this upper bound to complete graphs of different orders or 
complete graphs with an edge missing. We now extend the result to general graphs by a different 
approach. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G and H be graphs of order at/east three, and Iet A = r(G', H) and B = 
r(G, H'), where G" denotes a graph obtained from G by deleting two vertices. Then, 
r(G,H) _< A + B + 2 + 21(A2 + AB + 
In particular, r( G, G) < 4r(G, G") + 2. 
PROOF. Let N = r(G, H) - 1. Then, there is a coloring of the edges of KN in colors red and blue 
in which there is neither a red G nor a blue H. Let (E~, Eb) denote the corresponding partition 
of the edge set of/(N- Denote by V the vertex set of the colored complete graph /iN, and let 
F~ = (V, E~) and Fb = (V, JEb) denote the red and blue subgraphs, respectively. The number of 
monochromatic triangles in the two-colored/(N is
M = g [Nr(u) NNT(v)I + E [Nb(u) n Nb(v)] , 
u r uvGEb 
where Nr(u) and Nb(u) are neighborhoods ofu in F~ and Fb, respectively. Since an edge uv C E~ 
and a red copy of G" in Nr(u) N Nr(v) yield a red G, we have [Nr(u) A Nr(v)] _< r(G", H) - 1 = 
A - 1. Similarly, [Nb(u) ANb(v)] < r(G,H") - 1 = B - 1 for an edge uv e Eb. Therefore, we 
have the following upper bound for M: 
M < (A - 1)]E~] + (B - 1)]Eb] 
3 
As observed by Goodman [3], 
M = - ~ ~ d~(v) (N  - ~ - d~(v)),  
vEV 
where g,(v) = ]N~(v)]. Suppose dl,d2,... ,tiN are any real numbers atisfying ~N=I di = s. 
Then, Cauchy's inequality gives N y~N=I d~ > (~N=I d~) 2 = s 2, with equality if and only if 
dl = d2 . . . . .  dg = s/N. Hence, 
N N 82 
Ed i (N- l -d i )  = (N-1)s -Ed2  ~ (N -  1)s N" 
i : i  i :1  
Since ~vev dr(v) = 2]Er[, application of the above inequality gives the following lower bound 
for M: 
N(N-  1) (N-  5) 2 
= 24 + 
This inequality is strict unless 21Erl/N is an integer 
1 (N2)  LEvi = ~ + x and 
and dr(v) = 21E~l/N for each v e V. Set 
1 
where [xl < (1/2) (N) .  Then, the two bounds for M give 
N(N-  1) (N-  5) + 2x 2 < (A -  1)IE,[ + (B -  1)IEb] 
24 N - 3 
= N(N-1) (A+B-2)  + (A -B)x  
12 3 
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Equivalently, 
N(N-  1) [N-  (2A+ 2B + 1)] < (A-  B )x  2x 2 " 
24 - 3 N 
Maximizing the r ight-hand side on variable x E ( -ec ,  oe) without considering the constraint 
on x, the maximum value is taken at x = (A - B )N/12  and we have 
(N-1) [N- (2A+2B+I ) ]< (A -R~2 
- 3 
which gives N - 1 < A + B ÷ 2v/(A 2 + AB + B2)/3 as required. | 
Let Bm=/(2  +/ (m be the graph in which m triangles hare a common edge. Since deleting 
two vertices from Bm yields an empty graph /(m and r(/(,~, Bn) = m, for all n _> 1, we can 
obtain the following slight strengthening of the main result in [4]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let m and n be positive integers. Then, 
r(Sm, _< + + 2 + + + 
In particular, r(B~, B~) S 4n + 2. 
NOTE. It  is standard practice to define the P~amsey number r(G, H) only for the case where 
both G and H have no isolated vertices. Nevertheless, it is clear that if G has at least one edge, 
the formal  use of the "Ramsey number" r(G, film) = m is justified. We are forced to have either 
a red copy of G or else m isolated vertices if and only if there are m vertices altogether. 
In case 4n + 1 is a prime power, the Paley graph construction shows that r(B~, Bn) -- 4n + 2. 
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